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Headteacher’s letter

Of course St. Crispin’s is more than just food! Later in
the newsletter you will read about the great many
opportunities students are given within and outside
of the curriculum. A highlight of this term was our
family Zombie evening, jointly ran by our Science and
Drama departments. It was quite an event with the
school infested with young scientists seeking the cure
for our Zombie making virus. It was wonderful seeing
families enjoying the use of our new science building.

On a rather more mundane but important matter
earlier this term I shared with students the potential
dangers of riding bicycles without the protection of
helmets. Research shows that at 14 years old, young
people are at the highest risk from significant harm.
Therefore I am seeking the support of students and
Dear Parents/Carers,
parents to wear a helmet if they choose to ride a
Once again our Autumn term has been busy, vibrant
bicycle to school.
and very, very full!
We started this academic year with the launch of our
You may be aware from the local press or our recent
new food service in the form of our new restaurant
Open Mornings/Evening that the Local Authority
and “Pronto service”! The quality of food and the
have asked St. Crispin’s if we might admit additional
lunch time experience has been a great boost and I
students into Year 7 for September 2015. Although
am just delighted to see students enjoying healthy
not confirmed this increase would be dependent on
balanced meals. In the New Year I will write to you
improved facilities for all our students which I hope
with the details of a new cashless system for the
to share with you in due course.
purchasing of food which we hope to be in place for
February 2015. Our new system will mean that
Finally all that remains is to wish all our students and
students will no longer need to bring money into
families a very happy and peaceful Christmas. All
school. Instead parents are able to upload funds as
students return to school at 8.30am on Tuesday 6th
they see fit, are able to limit the daily spend and will
January 2015.
even be able to see what actual food choice is being
purchased. Dean, our Chef, has created an
Yours faithfully,
outstanding provision not only for our lunchtimes but
Ginny Rhodes
also in our breakfast service which starts from 8am
Headteacher
and after school service for those students staying for
extracurricular events.

The last day of term is Friday 19th December as with our normal arrangements students will leave the
school site after our Christmas Final Assemblies with the school buses departing at 12.50pm.

Governors’ News
The St. Crispin’s
Governing Body
has
recently
been reviewing
its
structure
following new
compulsory
guidance
laid
down by the Department for Education which is
to be implemented by September 2015.
This guidance gave us increased flexibility over the
size and make-up of the Governing Body,
although it prescribed a reduction in the number
of elected staff governors. It also encouraged
Governing Bodies to reduce in size, where
possible, whilst ensuring that the necessary skills
are represented.
The current Governing Body is made up of Parent
Governors (elected by parents), Staff Governors (3
elected by staff plus the Headteacher), Local
Authority Governors (appointed by the Local
Authority) and Community Governors (who have
been selected by the Governing Body for their
skills and experience).

audit of all Governors to ensure that we have the
necessary expertise to properly support and
challenge the school leadership. This will help to
inform us of the skills we need to recruit and co-opt
in the future.
As you will see, we have maintained the significant
proportion of Parent Governors on the Governing
Body, which the school finds to be very valuable.
The new structure will come into effect in early
March. Existing Parent Governors will complete their
term of office however we will be looking for two
new Parent Governors and there will be an election
in March to fill these positions. If you would like to
know more about the work of the Governors, or
would like to explore standing for election, then
please email your contact details to Geoff Wilde,
Chair of Governors at chairofgovs@crispins.co.uk
and he, or one of the team, will get in touch.

School partnerships

We
are
pleased
to
A sub-committee was formed to make announce that St. Crispin’s
recommendations for the best way forward so is part of a new two year
that we would comply with the DfE regulations. partnership which started
Our last Ofsted report found that Leadership and this term, with Harvard in
Governance were ‘Outstanding’ and made a the US, Wellington College
separate comment that the Governing Body was and two other local
outstanding, so we were determined to keep secondary schools. The aim
is to look at developing independent learning in our
changes to a minimum.
Our recommendation, which has been approved students.
by the Full Governing Body, is that there will be a In the first phase of the project, we will be surveying
maximum of 18 Governors (2 less than currently) students on their attitudes and mind-sets, particularly
looking at the areas of Growth Mind-sets, Resilience
and will be made up as follows:
and Critical and Active Learning. The results from this
survey, together with work carried out by the Harvard
The Headteacher
International Research Schools
1 Staff Governor (elected by school staff)
Network, will be used to inform
1 Local Authority Governor (nominated by
the
choice
of
specific
Wokingham Borough Council)
interventions
to
be
piloted
in
7 Parent Governors (elected by parents)
year two of the project.
8 Co-opted Governors (selected by the
This is an exciting opportunity for
Governing Body)
St. Crispin’s and will allow us to
We also took this opportunity to conduct a skills benefit from the thorough research base that
Harvard’s Graduate School of Education provides.

School events

This is the first year
where the Performing
Arts
Department
have run a week of
performances across
such a wide range of
arts and styles. We
were incredibly proud of all the students that were
involved, for some this was their first chance to
perform to an audience at St. Crispin’s and there
was lots of emerging talent! The upper school
performed in the hilariously funny ‘One Man Two
Guvnors’, directed by Nicola Handyside. We hosted
our annual Gala, where students performed their
own compositions as well as covers of well-known
timeless and contemporary work. We introduced
the Up and Coming recital, which showcased the
delightful talents of some of our younger artists.
The week closed with the annual Gala Unplugged,
which continues to evolve and hosts a collection of
acoustic and small group performances,
showcasing original and existing work. Thank you
to all the performers, choreographers, musicians
and technicians. Their hard work and dedication
are a credit to the department and the school
community.
We hope you can join us at our next event The
Dance Show – ‘Inspired by the movies’ in February
next year!
Mrs Kate West, Director and Head of Drama

It was an absolute pleasure to direct our performing
arts play ‘One Man Two Guvnors’. The play had
several challenges from working out how one
character, Stanley, was going to throw himself off a
pier to a dining scene that included several courses
of
food
flying
about
and
audience
interaction. Throw in a band, a talking seagull and
chest hair and you can understand the nerves felt in
the first few rehearsals. However, the cast of Year
11 through to 13 were simply outstanding. Their
courage, intelligence and tenacity in working out the
timing of scenes, entrances, exits and moments of
improvised comedy soon made sure any fears
became anticipation of what we all hoped was going
to be a magical and memorable show. Rehearsing
comedy can rapidly take the laughter out of any
moment as, without an audience, the laughs from
cast members who’ve seen a line rehearsed twenty
or thirty times soon dies. But on night one, as soon
as the cast raised their first laugh, they were off and
unstoppable. By the end of show two there was a
huge sense of sadness that we hadn’t had a longer
run. It was with overwhelming delight that the need
for and suggestion of a ‘bonus’ performance was
accepted and the highest accolade that could be
given any cast. The final performance, with the
double casting of Rachel and Pauline sharing Act 1
and Act 2 was truly special and something I hope our
talented students will remember as a high point in
their Drama careers at St. Crispin’s.
Miss N Handyside

School events

Escape from the infected…..

On
27th
November pupils and families took
part in a unique play where the
audience became the actors.
Resident Evil was a concept
developed by Dr Daniel Rose, Head
of Biology, who joined forces with
the Drama Department to bring
pupils an entirely new event.
Set in the year 2020, a “Mood”

virus has taken over the world. The infected exhibit
zombie like symptoms. Schools are one of the few
remaining safe havens. Here is where last ditch
attempts at identifying a cure are happening in the
science laboratories. The evening was set on the
verge of a medical break-through and the audience
joined in the success.
Guests were greeted by armed guards and scanned
on entry. They were escorted to their seats where
they were shown a video of scientists discovering a
cure only to be disturbed by
zombies. The video went dead.
They needed help urgently so
families were marched over to
the Science labs by the guards.
Here they were told about
Student 636. It had been
discovered that prepubescent
children exhibit a natural
immunity and it is not until
puberty that they can catch the

virus.
Student
636
is
special and their blood can save humanity. The task
was to find the escaped test subjects who were
hiding from the zombie invaders at random
locations around the school. On them they had
samples of their blood and saliva. When discovered,
each student would give up a blood and saliva
sample that was raced back to the lab and analysed
for the presence of the antibody that gives
resistance. Each blood had to clot and the saliva to
turn purple, once this occurred you had found the
cure and humanity could be saved.
Families were let loose in the dark. The zombies were
already roaming the school and would attack if you
ran. Families were told to stand still if approached as
it was movement that they could sense. Military
personnel were on guard to help temporarily shoot
them down and offer some protection.
Fantastic acting and makeup gave a very real feel to
the evening which heightened the excitement. If you
were caught you could head to the makeup room and
become a zombie yourself. After an hour of searching
through the screaming darkness a cure was found
and the evening concluded.

Dr Rose said about the evening “the event involved
the co-operation of several departments and 100
actors and support staff and worked exactly as
planned. The students were very disciplined in their
acting and helped to maintain the fine balance
between infecting too many or too few people.
However, not one to rest, I already have plans for
next year in the form of an old TV show called the
Demon Head Master…..”

School news
Photography talent
In October, students were set the challenge of
taking a photograph which they felt best described
Autumn. Here we feature the competition winners.

1st prize:
Hana Kydd
(9RS)

2nd prize: George
Parnell (9CY)

The following month
The essence of Christmas in November, pupils
were given their
second challenge to take a photograph which they felt best
described Christmas and what Christmas meant to them. Here
are the winning photos.

3rd prize:
Ciara Coyle
(10HBK)

1st prize:
Cerys
Munien
(9NH)

2nd prize:
Hana Kydd
(9RS)

3rd prize:
Tamora Longson
(7NRO)

School news
St. Crispin’s new restaurant has been
going from strength to strength over
the last few months. Since opening in
September popularity has soared and
pupils flock daily to sample the wide
variety of healthy foods on offer.
Cucina have kept the pupils and staff
intrigued with several promotional days
and menus including American Drive
Thru, Halloween, Bonfire Night and the hugely popular Christmas lunch.
Despite being up to his ears in turkey Dean, the Head Chef, and the rest
of the team were all smiles when serving the roast and all the trimmings.
Look out for promotions next term including Fernando's, Superheroes,
Valentines Day and Chinese New Year.
Ginny Rhodes, Headteacher, said “I am delighted that so many students
are enjoying the quality and variety of service. It makes such a significant
difference to have our own Chef on site every day and Dean is a quite
brilliant Chef!

Food for thought

Year 10 ended the term
in festive style by
completing a Christmas
cake project. Their
challenge
was
to
design and make two
mini Christmas cakes.
Krisztina Nemeth, a
parent
from
our
International
group
was invited to share
her expertise in cake decoration. Students had to learn
how to use marzipan and icing to decorate their cakes.
They thoroughly enjoyed putting together their design
ideas. I was very proud of their designs and decorations
and felt it was a very successful end of term project.

Year 7 have been learning
how to make an attractive
fruit salad using a range of
fruits. Anat Abel, a parent
from our International
group, has previously run
a
company
that
specialised in making fruit
bouquets. She was invited
into school by myself to
come and share her
expertise to the Year 7s.
The practical was exciting
as students showed off
what they had learnt by making their own interesting Josephine Nyazika, Food Technology Teacher
beautiful designs. I was very proud of their achievements.
Cakes by
The students thoroughly enjoyed the practical.
Adonae Benn
(10CFL) and
Liam Ainge
((10ND)

Left: Pupils
M Henderson
(7ISM) and
P Payne (7MTA)
display their
impressive fruit
bouquets.

School news
Certificate Evening
On the evening of 16th December, students and
their families joined together to celebrate each
others’ achievements and collect their GCSE and
A Level certificates.
It was an informal, fun and festive evening in
recognition of the pupils’ hard work which also
gave some students the opportunity to catch up
with friends returning home from university.
Congratulations to all of you.

Lest we not forget
Pupils in all years of St.
Crispin’s showed their
respect to those that had
lost their lives in the First
World War by each
writing
a
poignant
message on a poppy and
displaying it in the
school. Two hundred and
seventeen brave soldiers
from Wokingham fell
during the war and the
same number of crosses
was arranged outside besides a wreath. Neil Davis,
Head of History said that by writing a message ‘It
allowed students to make a personal connection to the
past, making the poppy relevant in the present.’

International Group
St. Crispin’s International Support
Group meet each half term to share
information and ideas that would be of benefit to
them and the school. Although we have always
met for coffee or bowling we had a suggestion from
one of the group members Krisztina Nemeth
(Hungary) to develop our meetings into a social
activity which involves members of the group
sharing and teaching the other members how to
learn a new skill. The first activity was decoupage
demonstrated and taught by Krisztina. This was such
a success that she repeated her skill again on 1st
December when the group made Christmas plates
together. Children of the group also attended the

evening and it was a resounding success.
Our next social activity will be held in January which
will be on scrap booking by Hilda Davidson (South
Africa), followed by Shashireka Prakash (India) on
Indian Art. If you would like to know more please
contact Mrs Val Gent at gentv@cripsins.co.uk.

School news
Pupil composition triumph

'I was lucky enough to win the senior category of the
Wokingham Choral Society's Composition Competition with
my piece 'Peace Of Mind'.
The competition challenged schools in the Berkshire area to
write a piece for SATB choir, setting a war poem to music.
Writing for choir was a new challenge but one I welcomed and
enjoyed immensely. As part of the Choral Society, I'm very
passionate about singing, so being able to perform my own
piece with the choir in a concert setting was an incredible
opportunity and an experience I'll never forget!'
Z Farrow (13JBA)

She performed her winning piece on 8th November at the
Great Hall in the UoR, which you can listen to on our website
http://www.crispins.co.uk/music/key-stage-5/
As part of her prize she took part in a workshop with Cecilia McDowall who is an internationally renowned
composer.
We must also congratulate Chris Travis (13AME) who was runner up in the same category.
At the beginning of the
Autumn term Year 12
pupils were given an
enterprise
challenge
where they had to work
in teams to make as
much profit as possible.
All the money raised
over the eleven weeks
would
go
to
a
nominated charity and
the winning tutor group
would be awarded a small prize. Tutor groups were
split into two teams and given £20 to begin with. A
business plan was written and each team member
had a role.
The challenge came to a
conclusion during the final
two weeks of term where we
saw pupils from 12KW
offering their services to staff
as helpful elves at a cost per
hour. 12SWH turned their
hands to a sweeter side of
things asking pupils to guess
the number of sweets in a jar
and a design your own sweet
competition. 12DR set up a
fundraising page for their

charity and Santa’s Little Helpers
we
even
had a coconut shy during
the restaurant at lunchtime.
The winning team however
was 12ABS who raised £130
selling candy canes for
Great Ormond Street. The
team, led by Project
Manager Tariro Madzingira,
opted to sell and deliver
candy cane gifts to students
and teachers around the school. They took orders
for deliveries over a two day period, with sales really
taking off on day two. They then delivered the gifts
to students during registration over the following
week. The group were delighted to raise a total of
£130 for their chosen charity. Congratulations to
everyone in the team - Emilie Grove, Will Clayden,
Rob Wallace, John
Marston,
Mohammed
Chanouha, Louis
Barr, James Hoad,
Ben Murray and
Jamie
Pegden.
Many
congratulations!

Year 7 news
Personal Safety Focus Day
Year 7 Focus Day looked at two potential areas of
danger in pupils’ lives. Firstly, the effects and harm
that drugs can do to their bodies and lives and
secondly road safety.
Wokingham based charity ARC were onsite to talk
and educate pupils through an interactive game
called ‘Who Wants to be a Chocolatier’. Participating
pupils were asked a series of multiple choice
questions to test their knowledge of the risks of
drugs, tobacco and alcohol.
Wokingham Borough Council were also onsite to
focus on road safety and awareness. The rules on
safe places to cross the road were discussed and
reinforced through a video.
“Focus day was a selection of lessons that taught us

how to be safe and careful with our lives. A
professional firefighter, as well as a health and safety
expert came in to explain how to be safe in the case
of a fire and what to say and do if you’ve been
offered drugs etc.
Two ladies came in to talk to us about the outcome
of not following certain rules when in a vehicle. They
also showed us a video called ‘Ghost Town’. This was
where a young girl was not focusing on her
surroundings and had a tragic accident. Then it went
through a selection of other people who had serious
accidents because they did not follow the rules.
Overall it was a very
educational day and
really made us think
about our safety.“
Sabrina Mahdi and
Sophie Akers (7ISM)

A visit from Mr Strong

Children's’ author,
Jeremy
Strong,
visited St. Crispin’s
School on 19th
November
and
spent the day with
pupils from a
selection of local
schools. He talked enthusiastically to them about his
work and what made him want to become a writer.
Through a selection of amusing stories and
photographs he entertained the pupils giving them
an insight into where the ideas for his books come
from and also some of the presents his fans send
him, including a carrot in a dress! He took delight in
laughing at his spelling mistakes when he was
younger and explained that he was unable to
pronounce his ‘r’s so was forced to practise tongue
twisters to try and correct this.
He explained that he knew he wanted to be a writer

from the age of seven when his teachers
encouraged him to write short stories at school
every day. He proceeded to read pupils a chapter
from his book, ‘My Dad’s Got An Alligator’, which
evolved from a dream he had.
A number of pupils from St. Crispin’s, Wescott,
Westende, St Teresa’s, Keep Hatch and All Saints had
been given the challenge of writing a short story of
their own which Jeremy had the pleasure of judging.
A Forsey (7NLI) from St. Crispin’s was thrilled to be
awarded 2nd Prize.
Jeremy rounded off the thoroughly enjoyable day by
hosting a parent session and talked about the
importance of reading with children and ideas of how
to make it interesting and fun.
A Forsey (7NLI)
left with other
winners

Year 7 news
Dementia Awareness Day
On Thursday 4th December three people came in to
our school to teach us about dementia. It wasn’t
depressing and boring, but an interesting and
informative lesson.
We sat down and they introduced themselves.
Afterwards, they showed us some role play. One of
the ladies was being a disobedient
and cheeky child who constantly
attempted to annoy and disrupt the
other lady. She was playing a supply
teacher who had never taught a
class before. It was funny, but at the
same time you had sympathy for the
supply teacher. We talked about it
and discussed why the child was not
doing the right thing.
Later they brought out two puppets. One was a
teenage girl and the other was a fragile old man.
We talked about bad reputations that teenagers
sometimes get. It isn’t fair that people are judged
by the way they look. Like the old man, just because
he is old doesn’t mean he can’t do anything!
Eventually we went off into two groups. Our first
half of the group time was brain tricks. There were
different challenges where we had to look at
something and it would play tricks with our minds.
Our second half was a quiz. ‘Gangsta Granniez’ was
our team name. We had to solve riddles and it was
a lot of fun. For example, if a man is living in
England why can’t he be buried in Wales? Answer:
Because he is living so he can’t be buried!
Finally we watched a fascinating role play involving

different stages of a mother’s life. Firstly she had a
child who was thirteen and a boy who was fifteen.
As the role play developed they grew up however
they constantly bothered their mother with
demands and questions. Unfortunately with all the
stress and jobs clogged in her head she began to
forget things. Eventually she came down with
dementia.
In conclusion we learnt that you have to look after
people and learn things for yourself.
You are not alone and there are
people who can help you.
We all thoroughly enjoyed the
lesson and are very grateful for it.
Megan Smith (7JN)
On Thursday a few weeks ago 7ISM
had an excuse to miss Maths. We
had a talk about dementia. We
learnt that we shouldn’t judge anyone by their
appearance or personality. We learnt that we
shouldn’t judge anyone at all, because we don’t know
what lies beneath that sweet smile or that nasty
comment.
Later on in the workshop, 7ISM spilt into teams and
we had to answer questions that played with our
minds. We also had some optical illusions to
decipher, which continued to play tricks on our
minds. A person with dementia might see glass as
water or even scarier, if they woke up in the night
they might think their coat is a person. This would
result in the police coming out to that person’s house
and it might lead to them being accused of hoax
calling because the person they saw wasn’t a person,
it was their brain tricking them. Fynn Jordan (7ISM)

It was outstanding at St.
Paul’s Cathedral. We really
liked all of the wonderful
patterns and paintings. During our visit
the vicar went up to the microphone
and said the Lord’s Prayer and also welcomed St. Crispin’s School
to the Cathedral. We went up to the Whispering Gallery (259
steps!) and it was amazing. We were able to whisper to our
friends on the other side of the gallery and they could hear us. We
then went to the stone gallery (376 steps!) and saw some amazing
views of London. We had a great day!
Aimee Randall and Alice Meldrum (7ETA)

Welcome to the mighty dome

Year 8 news
En voyage en France
On Thursday 16th October most of Year 8 got up at
around 5am in order to be at school for 5.45am. It
was a very early start so most of us came into school
barely awake but still very excited. After everyone
was on the coach and ready, we left at about 6am to
go down to Folkestone, about a two hour drive.
Once we were in Folkestone and at the Eurotunnel
we were allowed to go inside the services to go to
the shops. Everyone enjoyed this as it was a chance
to stretch our legs and buy a few things before the
coach. We then got onto the train and watched a
movie while we went through the tunnel which took
about thirty five minutes.
As we arrived in France it was sunny with clear blue
skies. We then drove to Marquise where we were
allowed to look around a market. Then we drove for
another half an hour until we reached the
hypermarket. A hypermarket is like a mini shopping
mall with lots of places to eat. It has supermarkets,
perfume and body shops, clothes shops and even
gaming stores. This was one of the best times of the

day. After the hypermarket we ate our lunch on the
coach and visited a French bakery in a small village.
We learnt how to make bread, saw different
machinery including a real stone oven and were
allowed to play with the dough. We also learnt how
to make croissants by a very funny, but slightly
scary, man. After learning how to make the
croissants and bread we got some free pain au
chocolat and croissants to take home with us. These
were really yummy!
After the French bakery we went to a small town
nearby and did a treasure hunt. This was fun as we
got to see lots of different features of a French town.
Finally we got back on the coach and to the
Eurotunnel. Once we were back in England but still
on the coach the Eurotunnel broke down and
wouldn’t start! Eventually after half an hour of
waiting we got back on our way. All the coaches
finally arrived back at school between 8 and 9pm.
I think everyone enjoyed the day and the experience
that came with it. I would definitely go on the trip
again if I had the chance.
Amy Meaning (8JLY)

Year 8 news
En voyage en France
On
Thursday
th
16 October at
5.15am
my
alarm
clock
woke me up
and I managed
to drag myself
out of bed. My
mind
was
saying ’just go back to bed’ but I knew I couldn’t
because an amazing day was ahead.
I arrived at school at around 5.45am and all my
friends were already there. Everyone was very
excited (and tired) but we couldn’t let our tiredness
get the better of us.
The coach journey there was quite a long way but we
all made it fun by listening to music, singing (very
badly) and eating lots of food to keep us going. When
we arrived in Folkestone we were able to have some
free time in the shops before getting on the
Eurotunnel.
The Eurotunnel was about half an hour long so we
just relaxed and carried on having fun. By the time
we had arrived in France we were very loud and
excited.
TeenTech ran for a
second year in Surrey
at the fabulous Surrey
Sports Park, courtesy
of the University of
Surrey, to show teenagers
how careers in Science,
Engineering and Technology
can be cool. Students from 30
schools met the people behind
their favorite gadgets and
gizmos and also had the
chance to consider whether
they wanted to join them in
shaping the science and
technology of tomorrow. The
students were divided into
teams of 10, each led by an ‘Ambassador’ from the
world of Science, Technology, Engineering and
Maths, who were always on hand to answer

First we went to a market which I thought was the
best part, in a town called Marquise. We had about
one hour there and had a lot of free time to
ourselves. I bought an Eiffel Tower, a bracelet and a
delicious chocolate éclair.
After our time was up we went to a supermarket
which was about half an hour away from the market.
We also had a lot of free roaming time to ourselves. A
boy in my form decided that he would buy 10
baguettes! How crazy is that?!
Next we went to a town called Montreuil, which is
where we went for a walk around the town. The
sunshine was out so we were all feeling toasty and
warm. We answered a few questions in our booklet
and it was quite an enjoyable walk.
Finally we went to a French bakery in a tiny little
village. A woman showed us how to make bread and
dough and we also got to join in by kneading some
dough which was fun. The best part about the bakery
was when we went into a small room and a very strict
man, playing a role, made us join in the activities like
shaping the croissants.
Now the day had come to an end and we got back on
the Eurotunnel. We arrived back at school at 9pm
and our parents were already there. We had all had a
good day but we were tired.
Lily Hoban (8KSH)
students’ questions,
chat about their
experiences and help
to break down any
stereotyping.
There were many companies
and organisations running
activities including University
of Surrey, BBC Blue Room,
JVC, Laleham Healthcare,
Samsung, Thales, Guildford
College, E-mpirical, Virgin
Media, Bloodhound SSC,
SEPnet,
Active
Robots,
P&G, National Grid, The
Pirbright
Institute,
Brooklands Museum, JTL
Training, Field Studies Council, Robot, Science
lub, NPL, Plastipack, BAE Systems Deltica and BOC. A
great day was had by all.

Year 8 news
We
left
school on
a Friday in
period 5. There were four coaches waiting and we
had to go and get our suitcases from the hall, where
we had left them that morning, and put them in our
coaches hold. Then we got onto the coaches and
soon set off. The trip was really exciting and as we
got further into the countryside, the views got
better. When we got there, we didn't get to look
around, we just went straight into a hall where Mrs
Bunting-Palmer talked to us about what we were
going to do. Then, we met an instructor and went
to our rooms. We also did a game and had dinner
which was fish and chips. Mmm!
After dinner we went on a really awesome evening
walk. It was really cool because it was so dark and
we could see all the stars really clearly. We played a
game in the dark where we had to hide and try and
get the instructors but I didn't get the game so
spent the whole time just hiding. It was really
spooky but really fun too and we also did some
yodeling.
The next morning we started with a lovely cooked
breakfast and then we did some activities. The

Team Building

games included things like raft building which was
really fun but VERY muddy. We had to build a raft
and go round a pond but ours collapsed so we got
wet. We had to play head, shoulders, knees and
toes on the rafts which was really hard but funny
too! The whole team of people there were lovely,
from the people who served up our food to the
people who took our activities who all had a wicked
sense of humour.
The disco was in a separate lodge from where we
were staying and was really cool. It had a dance floor
and very loud music. Nearly everyone danced at least
once, even the teachers, who got their own special
song! Everyone left feeling very tired.
We left teambuilding the next day after lunch. We
had two activities before we left which were both
team games. Our team name was the Bantersaurus
Rex but we didn't win any of the games
unfortunately. Still, it was all very fun.
Leaving pioneer was really sad but good as well
because we could all go home to see all of our
families. The trip home was exciting. Overall,
teambuilding was amazing and I would definitely do it
again. Jessica Hodges (8PSH)

Peer Mentoring
Peer mentoring is an activity which takes place on a
Friday form time. Each Year 8 student is matched up
with a Year 7 student and the pair work together to
solve puzzles and problems. Peer mentoring helps to
give the new Year 7 students more confidence at St.
Crispin’s and also gives them a buddy to talk to.
The activities that peer mentoring do help them to
learn more about our school. For example, a task
was a questionnaire which was about St. Crispin’s
and the pair had to work together to help each
other. Another activity was a ‘What to do if’ and the
pair had to work together to solve the problems.

Looking back on the peer mentoring in Year 7 it really
helped a lot because I got to know that the older
years aren’t as scary as they say and that I became
more confident with my new school. Now I am in
Year 8, I love the fact that I am the eldest out of my
pair and I like being the one that can answer
questions that my partner asks me rather than the
one who asks!
Overall, peer mentoring is a great activity which helps
to get the Year 7 pupils more involved with school,
have an older buddy to talk to and feel more
confident at St. Crispin’s. Lily Hoban (8KSH)

Year 9 news
A day at the museum

For the Technology Curriculum day in October,
Year 9 students had the opportunity to explore
two world renowned museums, the Natural History
Museum and The Science Museum. At the Natural
History Museum students were able to experience
the ‘Kobe Earthquake’ first hand and obtain some
valuable information on the earthquake.
At the Science Museum students had the chance to
explore over 250 years of science and technology in
the Making the modern world gallery, through a
collection of exceptional objects that mark new
departures and discoveries in technology and
science. They came face-to-face with such iconic
items as Stephenson's original Rocket locomotive,
Babbage's Difference Engine No. 1 and Crick and

Careers Fair

Watson's DNA model. Students also found thoughtprovoking objects such as penicillin from Fleming’s
laboratory, a porcelain bowl salvaged from
Hiroshima and a clock that will tell the time for the
next 10,000 years. In an action packed day students
also went on the Red arrow simulator and were able
to feel the impact of a Saturn V rocket launch, were
part of a moon landing and discover the smell of
space in Legend of Apollo at the 4D cinema. They
experienced being part of the ground-breaking
Apollo missions of the 1960s and 1970s through
NASA film archives and exceptional 3D computer
animation. A great day was had by all.
Before the event I wasn’t expecting it to be that
amazing but when I went it was actually quite
good. I had no clue what I wanted to spend my life
doing so I think having an abundance of stands
was a good idea. I learnt a lot of new things about
career opportunities and I have somewhat of an
idea what I now want to do in life.
Lewis Bennett (9EJA)
During my time at the Careers Fair I went to lots of
stands. It was really useful because I had no idea
what I wanted to do for a job. There were loads of
inviting representatives who gave me a vast
amount of information. There weren’t also just
stands but the BBC were also there doing talks
which was fascinating.
Sam King (9EJA)

Year 9 news
Future Pathways
On the 20th and 21st of
October 2014 I attended the
Future Pathways Challenge
at Wellington College. The
first thing I saw when I got
out of my car was the grand
entrance of Wellington College. Firstly, we were
split into STEM and HUMANITIES sides of the
subjects. They randomly mixed up everyone into
three further groups on each side so we were
put into groups with people from different
schools.
Each lesson was aimed to further our
understanding of the subject and to try new
things. I was on the humanities side. We looked
at the history of the college, different aspects of
writing, immigration problems, universities and
we even tried some Mandarin!
My favorite part of the two days was a talk by a
scientist from Bristol University. He showed us
experiments and reactions that couldn’t be done
in school; some of the chemicals he used were
toxic, flammable and harmful.
It was a great opportunity and I am really glad
that I was selected to take part.
Thomas Messer (9CY)

Year 9 Options process

On the 20th-21st
October, a handful
of Year 9 gifted and
talented students
took part in an
event at Wellington
College looking at
their futures and
different
career
pathways. It was a
chance to take the time to learn about different
options and to think about our own lives.
The event was split into 2 halves with some teenagers
looking at the possibilities with humanities and others
thinking about Science and Maths. During the
humanities section, we had a lesson on Mandarin,
learnt about the history of the college and discovered
different writing techniques. In the Science and
Maths side they took part in a Physics lesson, did an
experiment using thermo chromic paints and learnt
what anthropology is. All the pupils at the course
explored global issues which are normally ignored by
the younger generation and we also had a session
about different universities.
This opportunity helped us to start thinking about the
tricky decisions we have to make and what we want
to do later on in our life. It was really enjoyable and I
would advise younger students to take part if they
got the chance.
Hannah Jeffery (9NH)

In the New Year all Year 9 students will embark on the
exciting process of selecting the optional element of their
curriculum for Years 10 & 11 (Key Stage 4). This is a welldeveloped process where plenty of information will be
provided to both parents and students to help them select
the right courses where they can really shine and achieve.

Key dates
Options Assembly for students - Thursday 15th January
Options Evening for parents and students - Thursday
15th January
Year 9 Parents’ Evening - Thursday 5th Feb 6.30 – 9.00pm
Deadline for options application forms – Thursday 12th
February

Year 10 news
Streets of Berlin

history behind the structures. Later that day, we
visited sachsenhausen - a labour camp created in July
1936. Despite the emotional impacts of the camp, it
was deeply interesting. To enlighten the mood, we all
went out to dinner experiencing traditional German
food as well as a great round of bowling. The next
day we took the U-bahn (underground train) to the
Berlin Olympic stadium. To conclude our trip, we
visited Hitler's last known location alive - his bunker
(despite being a car park) followed by a walk through
Berlin visiting different memorials of different
locations and the
most
thought
provoking of all,
the
holocaust
memorial.
Beginning our Year 10 and 11 trip to Berlin, we Hadley Thompson
observed the momental Reichstag. Soon after, we (11AWS)
took a walk to the Brandenburg gate accompanied by
the Avalon hotel learning about the architecture and
Seven
talented
students
joined together on the
evening of 13th November to
be judged in the local heat of
the Young Chef Competition.
The competition, run by the
Rotary Club of Wokingham,
was held here at St. Crispin’s
School, and we had three
contestants take part (George
Savory, Matt Hales and Ryan
Lodge). The boys were joined by four other
contestants from Sandhust School and Luckley
Oakfield School.
Their challenge was to prepare and cook a two
course, healthy meal in two hours, costing less than
£10. The winner of this task would go through to the
district finals.
Judges for the evening were Angelo Colao, owner of
local restaurant Ruchetta, Thomas Tyranowicz,
General Manager of Cantley House Hotel and
Governor and Chair of PTA, Philipa Temmink.
Contestants were judged on their planning and
costing, presentation, hygiene, range of skills used
and the taste of their dishes.
After two and a half hours Lauren Edmunds from

Young Chef Competition

Sandhurst School was pronounced the winner. All
contestants were awarded a Masterchef book and
given feedback by the judges. George Savory was
delighted to hear that they thought his dessert was
‘a winner’ and that he had ‘potential as a chef’,
whilst Matt Hales was informed that his potato
wedges were the best they had ever tasted.
All contestants, joined by their parents, worked
extremely hard alongside staff making the evening a
hugely enjoyable occasion.
Mr Railton Blyth, Assistant Head, said “The event is
great in raising the
profile of our
talented young
chefs in the
school. It allows
them to work upon
their time
management and
coordination skills in
a competitive
environment,
reflecting life
as a chef in a
professional
kitchen.”

Year 10 news
Student Council Training Day
On the leadership training day, people came into
school to teach us more about our personalities and
tendencies. This was done by giving us cards that
fitted us, firstly by others then later with ourselves.
This was interesting due to the fact that others
could distribute factors they felt matched our
characteristics, therefore letting us as individuals
discover how other people considered us. This first
activity linked to the next; we had an identity that
matched ours the most and learnt what type of
leader we were. What I liked the most was not only
how it seemed to perfectly align to how both others
and I saw myself, but the well-constructed mat
showed who was extremely different to me and who
had skills similar to mine. By placing us into
categories and grouping us we then got to talk to
likeminded people.
Another aspect I really liked was where they mimed
some similar situations but as different ‘colours’ –
mainly different types of leadership personalities.
This enabled us to quickly pick up the flaws and
positives of the types of leaders. When we were

later given a role-play scene and a colour to play we
became characters who reacted certain ways. That
let us know how to handle people and also the
importance of having a variety of people to bring
their skills to the table – all without having clashes.
Later, in the afternoon, we had a session of selling a
jigsaw piece chopping board Dragons’ Den style. It
was a lot of fun as we could combine ideas and
imagination to sale techniques and our target
audience.
Overall, I am glad that we got to interact with so
many types of people as well as learn about
ourselves and our tendencies. Coupled with a
booklet based on a test we did prior to our gathering
we really got to
know about our
habits and how
to manipulate/
add things for
the better!
Sharon
Igbokwe
(10CFL)

Year 11 news
Cambodia – Summer 2014
We all had an
amazing
experience
visiting
Cambodia. We
had the chance
to have some
once
in
a
lifetime
opportunities. We learnt about Cambodia’s troubled
history under the Khmer rouge and we visited sites
such as S21, a high school that was turned into a
prison and the killing fields where thousands of
Cambodians were killed. It was a shocking but
important experience for all of us. We got to visit
temples such as Angkor Wat and learnt about
Cambodians’ rich and thriving culture. We had the

unique opportunity to trek through the Cambodian
jungle and swim in a waterfall, we also had so much
fun getting to know the locals who were so
welcoming and friendly. Overall we had the most
amazing trip, we learnt so much about Cambodia, its
people and ourselves. We highly recommend any
opportunity like this to everyone!
Ellen Lucas (Team 2)

Year 11 news
As a student for 5 years at St. Crispin’s, I was
know the inevitability of me enjoying my time
adamant I’d further my education at its Sixth
here is definite. St. Crispin’s is a great school, filled
Form, so I knew I would be there for the Open
with even greater teachers truly passionate about
Evening. Before I went, I already had a vague idea
their subjects. For me to stay on at St. Crispin’s
of the subjects I was interested in; this made it so
was a no brainer, and I’m ecstatic to further my
much easier when faced with navigating my way
education in such a positive and motivational
around to get as much information as I could. The
environment.
departments I went to were History, Philosophy
Rosie O’Riley (11JA)
and Ethics, Maths, Biology and Psychology; all
supported by very convincing teachers! I was able
Last Thursday I went
to ask all the
to St. Crispin’s Sixth
questions buzzing in
Sixth Form Open Evening
Form Open Evening. I
my head and as
visited
several
expected, they put
departments in order
my mind at ease and
to help me make a
explained in detail and
decision on what
clarity all the things I
subjects to do for Acould possibly need to
Level. This is a hard
know.
decision to make, but
My next stop was the
I found it was much
presentation in the
easier
with
the
hall, but first I needed
information
and
to make sure I visited
support from the
Cucina for some free
subject teachers. Also
samples of food… I
there were students
can’t be attentive on
from Years 12 and 13
an empty stomach!
who told me what
During
the
they were studying.
presentation,
the
This really helped
whole
application
confirm my decision
process
was
about
my
future
explained: an online
plans. The talks in the
form that is extremely
hall were very useful
easy and simple. I was
from the Head and
instantly excited for next year, as the St. Crispin’s
Deputy Head of Sixth Form as they made me feel
Sixth Form was shown to be even more
included. Next year I am definitely staying at St.
comfortable and appropriate to further my
Crispin’s to study Geography, History, Economics
education than I expected.
and Philosophy and Ethics. I think the St. Crispin’s
Next year I intend to study Maths, Biology,
Sixth Form will offer support and guidance from the
Psychology and Philosophy, subjects I am so
teaching staff and the leaders of the Sixth Form. In
interested in and well prepared for. My decision
addition, if I moved elsewhere I would lose the
was very much supported by the outstanding
relationships with my teachers, which I feel is a key
reputation the school has for close studentpart of my learning. I am looking forward to next
teacher relationships. I also intend to run for Head
year because I will be doing subjects I wish to study
Girl – an ambition I never thought could happen
at the school, St. Crispin’s, where I feel I belong.
before the confidence I was able to build at St.
Samuel Reilly (11JA)
Crispin’s! I decided to apply to St. Crispin’s as I

Sixth Form news
Safe Drive Trip
I attended Safe Drive Stay Alive on the 12th October
at The Hexagon in Reading. This was a conference
about the importance of abiding to rules of the
road.
Things which we think aren't of massive
importance, such as wearing a seatbelt or driving
over the speed limit if you need to get somewhere
in a hurry, could change your life. Attending this
conference made me realise the importance of road
safety as a crash doesn't just affect you, it affects
everyone you know and love.
Hearing from a paramedic, a police officer, a fire
fighter, and a doctor really made me realise how
many people work to save those involved in car
accidents and how harrowing and awful accidents
can be. The most important thing I learnt was to
make sure your aren't a selfish driver and to think
of others around you as one thing you do may
change, not only your own life, but the lives of
many others.
Georgia-May Willems (12KW)

We went to Safe
Drive on the
morning of the
12th
of
November. The
conference was
held
at
the
Hexagon
in
Reading. During
the conference
we were told
about real life
examples of the results of bad driving. This was told
alongside a video which showed an example of an
accident. We heard from all different specialists including a doctor and a family liaison officer - as well
as parents of those who suffered and even a
man who had suffered himself in a car accident. The
most important thing which I learnt was the
consequences of an accident on friends and family. It
showed me that if I was to put myself in danger, it
wouldn't just be me that would have to deal with the
consequences, everyone else would have to suffer
too. Hope Way (12KW)

It was a very insightful day with plenty to take away and
think about. The application and personal statement
talk motivated me and many of my peers to get it all
done as soon as possible, which is ultimately what teachers and
universities like - fast applications. The sessions were made interactive
so we didn't feel as though we were being talked at for four hours,
enabling us to really engage with the content we were given and to
thoroughly appreciate the knowledge of our speaker. Alice Lee (13JBA)

University Information Day

The presentation was very informative and answered many of the
questions I had about university life, especially regarding costs and fees
etc. Personally I am planning to take a gap year and delay my application
until 2016 entry, however the section on personal statements will help
greatly in writing my own as well as giving me ideas for relevant work
experience for my course. I particularly enjoyed the cost estimation task
as it helped me to gain a better understanding of the things I will need
to factor in when budgeting at university. Tobias Williams (13KM)
Next year I am planning on studying Geography at university. The uni
information day was really helpful - especially with personal statements and finance! It was good to have
someone come in from a university to tell you exactly what they want and don't want from you in a
statement. The finance talk was useful as it taught me more about how to budget and my different options in
terms of grants, loads and scholarships. Elizabeth Alborough (13KM)

Sixth Form news
Life Skills Conference

Westenders Christmas party

Recently our school
was visited by the
Life Skills Company
for an independent
learning conference.
Within this we learnt
how
to
work
efficiently
yet
effectively through methods such as skim reading.
The presenters from the company were
encouraging and engaging with us. Some of the
activities they had set were delivering and
preparing for a presentation where some students
got up in front of the year and delivered their
presentation. They did this efficiently due to the
skills we had learnt in the session. My favourite
activity was skim reading, this is purely because I
feel as if it was the one which I learnt the most
from, regarding how many words I can read per
minute. This is important as it teaches you how to
read a large amount of text in a much shorter
period of time and still be able to take in all the
key information. This would be beneficial in a test
as you have a limit on the time required to
complete the task.
Overall, the independent learning conference was
a success as it taught us key methods to work
efficiently and effectively in different scenarios.
William Crane (12KBR)

On 17th December, Year 12 invited the 'Westenders
Pensioners' group to join them for their annual
Christmas party. A group of girls, led by Emma Beaurain,
began the preparations by wrapping presents which
were kindly donated by the parents of St. Crispin's
students. Yasmin Territt, Alex Best and Milo Leach spent
the night before baking and preparing sweet treats.
Another team of Year 12s led by Sam Cornish, Tariro
Madzingira and Elysia Avery prepared the room for the
party adding Christmas sparkle and cheer.
Guests were greeted on arrival by Santa (Glen Jenkins),
his faithful elf (River Phillips) and a glass of sherry! They
feasted on delicious Cucina soup, meats, cheeses, mince
pies. cakes and fruit. Christmas quizzes, a performance
from the brilliant St. Crispin's choir, the tombola and a
Christmas playlist on the ipod - put together by Saskia
Kershaw - kept everyone entertained. What with a
heaving tombola table and presents from Santa, noone went away empty handed. The Westenders
also kindly donated £20 to each of the charities chosen
by our Year 12 Enterprise teams: Great Ormond Street;
Manchester Dogs' Home; Dementia UK; Sebastian's
Action Trust; and Cancer
Research UK. All in all,
the party was a huge
success and once again,
our Year 12s’ did us
proud supporting their
community.

Maths Challenge
Pupils at St. Crispin’s
achieved 2 golds, 8
silvers and 11 bronzes in
this year’s UKMT Senior
Maths Challenge. Over
81,000 pupils from
across the UK returned
scripts for the challenge
with the top 10%
receiving a gold
certificate, the next 20%
silver and the next 30%
bronze. Gold certificates
were awarded to J Marston (right, 12ABS) and Tom

Cartwright (11LHS). They also
received awards for achieving the best
score in their year group, with Matt
Tinker (13AME) and Ellen Barnes
(13IN) sharing this award in Year 12.
The prize for the best score across the
whole school went to J Marston with a
score of 92. On receiving news of his success, he
commented, “I found some of the questions
challenging, but did enjoy solving the problems. I
was surprised to find out that I had got a gold
certificate.” A sample question was: December 31st
1997 was a Wednesday. How many Wednesdays
were there in 1997?
A 12
B 51
C 52 D 53
E 365

Sport news
Labelling kit
It has been brought to the attention of the PE Department that a number of
students are losing items of kit despite them being labelled on the inside of
the garment. Following a parental request we would like to invite all parents
to label items of kit by initialling items in the following way:

Polo tops and rugby tops via pupils initials on the left sleeve

Shorts via pupils initials on the left leg
We strongly recommend that you label items in this additional way but also
request that it is minimal in size

Sports round up

Congratulations to Lucie
White (8JLY) who has been
selected for the Berkshire
U14 girls’ football squad.
Also to Elicia Mulvaney
(10RD) and Kirsty Alderman
(10RB) who have been
selected for the Berkshire
U16 girls’ football.

C Berwick (left, 9RS) capped an incredible year by being crowned British Pre
Cadet Champion (+66kg) at Sheffield’s English Institute of Sport. He produced a
brilliant performance to take the gold medal and become a member of England’s
Judo programme, the first step on a potential path to future Olympic Games.
He has had a remarkable journey in judo, previously unable to compete as he
became too nervous. Now he has come full circle, defeating opponents who he
had never previously beaten to be crowned British Champion. He won all his
matches by the maximum ippon score.
H Kelsey
(11LSH)
(left of
Duchess)
met the
Duchess
of
Cambridge on 12th November at a SportsAid
workshop for Tokyo 2020 and Paralympic
hopefuls. The workshop, which was held at a
GSK Human Performance Lab in Brentford,
required the athletes to take part in a
number of advanced performance
Also to K Dale (8KSH)
assessments.
(left) who came third
She discovered archery after a team building
in the U13
trip at St. Crispin’s. She has now secured a
Trampoline National
place on the Archery GB Performance
finals.
Academy. Her SportsAid Award is helping
with all the expenses. Very best of luck in the
Bulletin
future.
Congratulations to C
Rose (10HBK) (far
left) who won the
Welsh Open
Climbing
Championships
defending her title
for another year. She
has now been
selected for the
Great Britain squad.

New—Weekly Sports

We have recently developed a weekly Sports Bulletin which is emailed to all parents whose sons/daughters
are actively involved in training and fixtures. Our aim is to improve communication as to when and where
the next weeks fixtures are, who is required to play and what the results have been that week. It will also
include details of changes to training. Please email us with any ideas that you would like to see appear in the
bulletin. Please also use this as an opportunity to contact us if your son/daughter is not able to play nelsoni@crispins.co.uk or tromansh@crispins.co.uk

PTA news
Since September 2013 the PTA has donated a huge
£25,000 to the school for additional equipment for
departments, sports kit, pitch marking, basketball
hoops, outside benches and partially funded the
external restaurant serving area (PRONTO). We
could not have raised and donated so much money
without the help of dedicated PTA members and
the support of our parents, staff and students. We
hope you have enjoyed the events we have put on
and we look forward to seeing you again this year.

Comedy Night
The Comedy Night was new to St. Crispin’s this
year, and what a night it was! All seven comedians
from the British Comedy Circuit were hilarious.
They included the brilliant Neil Macfarlane,
Matthew Baylis, Mandy Muden and International
Headliner Brian Higgins. Only a few members of the
audience were picked on - you know who you are
and you were all very entertaining!!! Feedback
from the event has been amazing, so good that we
have decided to run another one on Saturday
March 14th 2015, so HOLD THAT DATE, and please
book early as this was a SOLD OUT event.

Annual Donations
A BIG thank you to all those who have sent in the
annual donation forms. The funds are very much
appreciated and are going towards a new school
minibus. If you have misplaced the donation form
you can find another copy here: http://
bit.ly/1vw3ScQ

Dates for your diary

Used Uniform
Don’t forget we sell used uniform - blazers, jumpers,
ties and PE kit at parents’ evenings or if you need
something
urgently,
please
contact
pta@crispins.co.uk or the school office.

Raise money for St. Crispin’s when you shop online.
It’s so simple and won’t cost you a penny.
A great way to raise money for the school is simply by
shopping online through a website called
easyfundraising http://bit.ly/1vxYPHE
Whenever you buy anything online (e.g. Christmas
presents, groceries, clothes, books, train tickets, hotel
rooms, etc.) you can raise a free donation for the
school. There are over 2,700 retailers registered with
the site, including Amazon, John Lewis, eBay and
Tesco who will donate a percentage of what you
spend to the school’s PTA to say thank you for
shopping with them – just a few clicks and at no cost
to you, your children will benefit from something you
would be doing anyway!

And finally...
We have a large group of parents and teachers on
the PTA (which is unusual for a secondary school!) so
if you'd like to join us, please do get in touch
at pta@crispins.co.uk Whether you have a good
fundraising idea, can help with corporate Match
Funding or just wish to help at one event, we'd love
to hear from you.
Have a Happy Christmas!

Our hugely popular QUIZ NIGHT will be on Friday
30th January 2015. Tickets are on sale now. Please
follow this link for a booking form. http://
www.crispins.co.uk/pta/pta-next-event/
Our next COMEDY NIGHT is Saturday 14th March
2015 – tickets on sale end of January.
Next PTA Meeting : Tuesday January 27th at 7pm in
the Conference Room.

ST. CRISPIN’S PTA

Other school news
Over 100 musicians from St. Crispin’s School, both
Christmas
students and staff, performed the annual
Christmas Concert in the school hall on
Wednesday 10th December. There were performances from
the Chamber Choir, Chamber Orchestra, Jazz Band, Junior
Choir, Dynamites, Brass Ensemble, Form Time Music,
Recorder Ensemble and Foundation Orchestra as well as
soloists and small groups. The concert featured new student
compositions and arrangements as well as well-known sacred
and secular Christmas music.

Concert

Musicians from St. Crispin’s School are joining with the choir of Christ
Church, Reading for a performance of Charpentier Messe de Minuit
pour Noel at the celebration of Midnight Mass at Christ Church at
11.30pm on Christmas Eve. Do join us if you are able to.

Where are they now? - L Gannon
L Gannon was St.
Crispin’s Head Girl
during 2013—14. She
has recently got in
touch to share her
experiences of her
gap year with other
students.
“This time last year I
was waiting to hear
from the vet schools I
had applied to and
wondering if I should
go
straight
to
university or discover a bit of the world first. Here
now, one year on, I am currently sat writing this
piece, from the veranda of my farm cottage, staring
out at the horses and the Australian bush that
surrounds them – so you can guess what I chose to
do.
I knew deep down that I wanted to take a year out
– being about to embark on a five year course - but
couldn't make the decision all on my own, I needed
that extra push from my parents, peers, and
teachers (interestingly my parents wanted me to go
the most, and my friends the least). Once my offers
were in I deferred my places until the year after,
and that was when it had really sunk in that I
desperately needed to plan something. Having
been born in Australia I have always felt the desire
to go back – so that made my decision a bit easier
on where to go! In one week I had managed to

spend £1500 on my flights, visa and
insurance, so with all that money gone I
couldn't back down now. (The worst part was I had
booked flights with Malaysian Airlines who had only
had one plane crash by this time!)
I started applying for jobs before I came out here and
the job I am in now was secured whilst catching my
connecting flight in Kuala Lumpur! I spent my first
few days with family friends in Brisbane who showed
me the local sights and told me all the jokes to keep
an ear open for that the Aussies like to tell POMs like
me! (Watch out for drop bears when you get here)
Then I took a flight down to Sydney and a train up to
Scone, NSW where I am now. I'm working on a
broodmare stud so it seems I can't escape veterinary
that easily! It averages 35C here and I work 12 days
on, 2 days off but I can't complain because outdoors
life is 100% me. I am living with three other
backpackers in our own cottage on the farm (one
German girl, one Belgian girl and one guy from
Lincolnshire!) Every day I learn a new German phrase
and with things always being lost in translation there
is never a dull moment here. After I spend a few
months here earning my dollars I will start to go
travelling to places like Thailand, Indonesia, Fiji and
of course the main sights of Australia! Then the final
part of my year is to teach horse-riding at an
American summer camp in Maryland, USA for three
months starting early June and I absolutely can't
wait!
My advice to anybody thinking about doing a gap
year – do it!!! But don't waste your year, make sure
you know what you are going to do and have every
last second filled with something fantastic .

Other school news
Out of hours

Term Dates 2015/2016
Spring Term
Tuesday 6th January - Friday 13th February
Tuesday 24th February - Thursday 2nd April

Half Term

When all
of
the
pupils and
teachers
have gone
home on a
Friday
evening,
the school does not shut down. It is often a hive of
activity at the weekends with various clubs, groups
and churches using the facilities.
One group that meet are the Thames Vale Advanced
Motorcyclists (TVAM). Every third Sunday in the
month members meet in the car park to practise
various techniques; pillion, slow riding and receive
coaching to obtain a higher motorcycle licenses. It is
a chance to catch up with other motorcyclists and
undertake skills and advice from others.
Banny, our Site Controller, is on hand with the
burgers and there is a meet and greet team to
welcome newcomers.
www.TVAM.org

The last day of term is Friday 19th December
as with our normal arrangements students
will leave the school site after our Christmas
Final Assemblies with the school buses
departing at 12.50pm. May we take this
opportunity to wish everyone a very happy
and peaceful Christmas.

Monday 16th February—Friday 20th February

Summer Term

Monday 1st June—Tuesday 21st July

Half Term
Monday 25th May—Friday 29th May

H Tromans / December 14

Monday 20th April—Friday 22nd May

